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JSWIPE Dating Experience Reaches New
Heights
Jewish Dating App Now Offering a "First Class" Premium Feature Set

LOS ANGELES, CA -- (Marketwired) -- 07/15/16 -- JSWIPE, the popular millennial Jewish
dating app that is the largest and fastest growing dating app in its category, is launching
"First Class," its new premium experience. "First Class" will give JSWIPE users unique
features that will help them find that special someone. The upgrade is available on both IOS
and Android mobile platforms for only $18/month.

Upgrade to "First Class" and join the Mile Chai Club with new features including:

Boost: Have your profile shown 2x more often. More views = more matches.
Optimize: Get more right swipes by letting us find your best photos. Find out which
photos are working for you... and which ones aren't.
Passport: Change your location and swipe users all around the world. Now you can
find matches in any specific city you want.
Super Swipes: Get 5 Super Swipes and 1 Swipe Note daily. Tell that special someone
they are more than just a "right swipe."

ABOUT JSWIPE 
JSWIPE, part of the Spark Networks family of leading niche dating sites that includes JDATE
and Christian Mingle, launched in April of 2014 and has grown rapidly amongst the global
Jewish community. It now boasts over 700,000 users worldwide and is widely known for its
experiential live events, parties and deep connection to the Jewish community through
partners like Birthright. JSWIPE is available for install nationwide in the Google Play Store
and on Apple iTunes.

ABOUT SPARK NETWORKS 
Spark Networks, Inc.'s mission is to create iconic, niche-focused brands that build and
strengthen the communities they serve. Spark Networks' portfolio of consumer websites is
anchored by ChristianMingle.com and JDate.com, and also includes LDSSingles.com and
JSwipe.me, among others. Spark Networks' shares trade on the NYSE MKT under the ticker
symbol "LOV" (NYSE MKT: LOV).

Source: Spark Networks, Inc.
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